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Abstract

We discuss the algebraic structure of the generator coordinate
method for triaxial quadrupole collective motion. The collective solu-
tions are classified according to the representations of the permutation
group of the intrinsic axes. Our method amounts to an approximate
angular momentum projection. We apply it to a study of the spherical
to deformed shape transition in light even strontium isotopes 7^-88Sr.
We find that triaxial configurations play a significant role in explain-
ing the structure of the transitional isotopes 80~82Sr.

1. Introduction

Our understanding of low-energy nuclear spectroscopy relies mainly on
the collective model. In general, the sole knowledge of the collective poten-
tial energy as function of selected degrees of freedom allows one to classify
nuclear spectra and to make predictions concerning the ground state prop-
erties of nuclei ). The potential energy surfaces (PES) can be obtained in
different ways. They can be constructed either semi-phenomenologically,
as in the Strutinsky method, or in a more microscopic manner, from an
effective two-body interaction with the Hartree-Fock, Hartree-Fock-BCS
(HFBCS) or Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) methods. These methods
have been tested in various regions of the nuclear chart with an overall
good agreement with experimental data ). However, comparison with ex-
periment remains limited since a complete description of collective motion
requires other ingredients than the sole PES of nuclei.

To proceed further, a dynamical collective model is required. One such
model was proposed by Kumar and Baranger who applied it to a calculation
of the spectrum of transitional nuclei using phenomenologically calculated
mass parameters ). More recently the same method was used with PES and
mass parameters generated with the cranking method from wave-functions
obtained by the HFB method ). This approach which attempts a connec-
tion with the Bohr collective model is somewhat indirect in that it requires
both the choice of a method for evaluating mass parameters (cranking, adia-
batic time dependent Hartree-Fock or gaussian overlap approximation) and
a requantification to generate a spectrum. A more microscopic treatment is
based on configuration mixing which for continuous collective variables can



be reformulated as the generator coordinate method (GCM). Within the
GCM, nuclear states correspond to the configuration mixings which mini-
mize the expectation value of a microscopic hamiltonian within a collective
space. In our work, the same hamiltonian is employed both in the GCM
and in the constrained HFBCS equations used to construct the collective
space.

A detailed study of the GCM for axial quadrupole deformations has
already been presented in a preceding publication ). In the present work, we
extend this study to triaxal quadrupole deformations. This generalization
brings in new problems. One of them is associated with the larger dimension
of the variational space which now involves two collective variables: the
deformation Q and the triaxiality angle 7. More important, one has to
treat explicitly the degeneracies associated with the several labelh'ngs of
the intrinsic axes of inertia.

As a physically meaningful test case, we have selected the neutron defi-
cient strontium (Z =38) isotopes. This choice is motivated by the spherical
to deformed shape transition observed when the neutron number decreases
from N =50 to 38 ). This transition provides an opportunity to test the
triaxial GCM on nuclei with rather different spectroscopy. Some isotopes
have a well defined deformation (spherical for 88Sr, deformed for 78Sr),
which should justify an evaluation of their properties from the sole lowest
HFBCS solution ). On the other hand, the PES of intermediate isotopes
(80Sr, 82Sr) does not display well defined minima. For such nuclei, the mean-
field method is not sufficient and one can expect that configuration mixing
will affect significantly the ground state expectation values of observables
as for instance charge radii.

Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss the new fea-
tures of the GCM associated with the introduction of the triaxial collective
coordinate. In particular, we introduce a classification of the GCM solu-
tions according to the symmetry group associated with the permutations
of the the intrinsic principal axes. In section 3, we describe the numerical
procedure. Finally, in section 4 we present a GCM study of the even-even
neutron deficient isotopes of strontium, from N = 50 to 40.



2. Symmetries of the GCM for Q-J collective modes

A deformed BCS state is not rotational invariant. This invariance can
be restored by projecting components with specific angular momentum.
This is not a simple task, however, as the resulting wave function is a
linear combination of all the energy degenerate BCS states obtained by a
rotation of the intrinsic inertia axes with respect to a laboratory reference
frame. For a triaxial nucleus, this entails an integral over the three Euler
angles which is numericaly difficult to handle.

As a first step towards restoration of angular momentum, let us consider
an approximate projection which mixes only a finite number of rotated
wave functions. The simplest linear combination involves the twenty-four
BCS states generated by all permutations of the principal axes of inertia.
These transformations form the so called octahedral group ). A similar
problem exists for the Bohr collective model ), where appropriate symmetry
properties are imposed on the collective mass and potential to ensure that
the physical results do not depend upon the choice of the principal axes.
A simple method to generate an operator representation of the octahedral
group was proposed in réf. ). The 24 elements of the group are constructed
from the three elementary rotations:

« « n 1JC n Ji 1JT M 1JT «

RI = exp(iirJy) , R2 = exp(i- J2) , IZ3 = exp(z-J2) exp(i- Jy) , (2.1)

where {J,-, j = x,y, z} are the components of the angular momentum.
In this work, we restrict ourselves to BCS wave functions invariant with

respect to the parity P as well as to the three z, y, and z plane reflections.
Such wave functions are also invariant with respect to .R1 and JZf. There-
fore, instead of the octahedral group, it is sufficient to consider the group of
permutations which do not modify the direction of axes. The six elements
of this group can be constructed from the parity P and the operators Ri
according to the following formulae

Si = 1 , S2 = PR1R2Rz , S3 = Rl , /2 2)

The operators S2, S4 and S6 are the permutations of the {a:,z}, {y,z} and
{Z,T/}, pairs of axes respectively, while S3 and S5 induce the two cyclic



permutations of the inertia axes. Since the cube of the unitary operator
R3 is equal to the identity one has S^=S5, while the other group elements
are hermitian1. In general, the action of the S's on a triaxial BCS state
generates six different wave functions, while only three of them remain
distinct if the BCS state has the axial symmetry.

Irreducible representations of the group are obtained by linear combi-
nations of the S"s

6
T — V1 A 5 (23)

where the matrix A is equal to

A= -

( 1 1 1 1 I
2 -1 -1 -1 -1
O -v/3 v/3 V3 -\/3
O -73 -1/3 v/3 v/3
2 1 - 1 1
1 - 1 1-1

l\
2
O
O

-1-2
1-1

(2.4)

The multiplication table of the Tk operators,

(2.5)

which is given in Table 1, is partitioned in four blocks corresponding to two
(symmetric and antisymmetric) representations of dimension one, and two
mixed-symmetry representations of dimension two. Together, these four
representations yield the decomposition of the unity:

1 = T1 + T2 + Ts + T6 (2.6)

To study quadrupole triaxial dynamics with the GCM method, it is
thus convenient to consider, for each HF+BCS state |\P), the six linearly
independent wave functions

(2.7)
1THe appendix A discusses how this representation of the permutation group should

be modified fot systems with odd nucléon number.
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6
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1
O
O
O
O
O

2 3

O O
2 3
4 5
O O
O O
O O

4 5

O O
O O
O O
2 3
4 5
O O

6

O
O
O
O
O
6

Table 1: Multiplication table of the T operators. The table displays the k
index of the multiplication law T^+Tj = Tj., except for zeros which indicate
a cancellation of the product.

which provides a nonorthonormal basis for each representation. Further-
more, operators O which, as the hamiltonian H or the nucléon number
operators N or Z, commute with the elements of the group, will have non-
zero matrix elements of their GCM kernels only inside each of the four
represent ations.

Finally, the relation:

for ij = 4,5 (2.8)

(see Table 1) implies that the matrix elements of O in the two representa-
tions of dimension two are identical:

for y =4,5 (2.9)

10sIt is therefore sufficient to solve the Hill-Wheeler equation 1U) within the
symmetric (Ti), the antisymmetric (T6), and the two-dimensional represen-
tion generated by T2 and T3.

The deformed BCS states can be parametrized by the average values of
components of the quadrupole moment operator Qz1I=^lGiT/5 r2Y2tt. For
states which are invariant with respect to parity and the three plane reflec-
tions only, two components give non-zero and independent average values.



The standard ) parametrization is obtained from

= Qcos(7) ,
^ ' '

All shapes can be obtained by considering only the first sector in the (Q- 7)
plane (denned by O < Q < oo and O < 7 < vr/3), where the quadrupolly
deformed nucleus has its longest (shortest) axis along the z (y) direction.
According to this definition of the asymmetry angle 7, a wave function
in the other five sectors can be obtained from the first one by applying
operators permuting the axes Sj, eq.(2.2), i.e.,

)> , (2-11)

where [i/2] denotes the integer part of i/2.
In each representation of the permutation group the independent GCM

kernel matrices associated with any operator O can be expressed in terms
of matrix elements of O between a wave function |$) and wave functions
generated by the action of the operators 5; on the state |*')H*(Q'>7')))

Oi = (V\OSi\V)laci = l...6 , (2.13)

where both |$) and I*') are chosen in the first sector in the (Q- 7) plane.
The relevant matrix elements are

- (O1 + O2 + O3 + O4 + O5 + 06)/6 ,
= (2O1 - O2 - O3 - O4 - O5 + 206)/6 ,
= (2O1 + O2 - O3 + O4 - O5 - 206)/6 ,

= (*|Ô|*i)= (d-Oj + Oa-O^ + ÛB-OeVG.
(2.14)

For a family of states |*(Q,7)} depending on the quadrupole deforma-
tion (O < Q < oo) and the asymmetry angle (O < 7 < 7T/3), we will consider



three classes of GCM states:

f/3d7/i(Q,7)l*i(Q,7)) ,
o °

, T)) +/s(Q, 7)1*3(0,7))],

(2.15)
For a = 1, the equation which determines the function A(Q, 7), and there-
fore the state |$W} and their energy E(I), take the usual Hill- Wheeler form,

PVdQ1T dV (F11-^1)I11)A(Q',V) = O , (2.16)
o J o v

whereas for a = 2+3 the Hill-Wheeler equation has the form

(it)KK
(2.17)

For a=6, the Hill-Wheeler equation is similar to eq.(2.16). In eqs.(2.16)
and (2.17) we have introduced the short-hand notations:

Using solutions of eq.(2.17) one can construct the many-body wave func-
tion |<&(4+S)}=Î4|$(2+3)) which belongs to the second two-dimensional rep-
resentation,

''\ [/a(Q,7)l*4(Q,7)> + /3(Q,7)I*5(Q,7)>] ,
(2.19)

and is orthogonal to and degenerate with |$(2+3)}. The degeneracy of both
wave functions results from the multiplication table 1.

All four many-body wave functions |$^}, for a=l, 2+3, 4+5, and 6,
can be alternatively presented in terms of integrals over the entire Q—7
plane,

O) , (2.20)



where |^(Q,7)} depends now on an asymmetry angle 7 covering the six
sectors (O < 7 < 27r). The relationship between the weight functions in the
entire Q— 7 plane, /^, and those denned in the first sector, /;, cf. eqs.(2.15)
and (2.20), are easily obtained by splitting the integral in eq.(2.20) into
contributions from the six sectors and using transformations (2.11) and
(2.3). One obtains:

, 7) ,

where O < 7 < Tr/3 and 7; is given in eq.(2.12). Using the values of the
components of the Aki matrix, eq.(2.4), one finds that the functions /^ and
/<2+3> are symmetric with respect to the line tan(7)=0, while /<6> and /(4+5>
are antisymmetric. In addition, the functions /M and /(6) are respectively
symmetric and antisymmetric with respect to the lines tan(7)=±-\/3.

Since the weight functions /W are solutions of an integral equation with
continuous and differentiable kernel, they are continuous and differentiable.
This yields the following boundary conditions on the functions f i and their
derivatives, //=0/i(Q,7)/dy:

/e(Q,0) = O , /6(Q,7r/3) = 0 ,
/s(Q, O) = O , /3(Q,7r/3) + V3/2(Q,7r/3) = O ,

) = O , £(Q,7r/3)- V3£(Q, 7T/3) = O ,
O) = O , /{(Q,ir/3) = 0 .

In section 4, we will discuss the probability contour lines of collective
wave functions. As the /^'s, eq.(2.20), these functions denoted g^a\Q,'j)
are labeled by the representation index a = 1, 2+3, 4+5 and 6. They
are also defined on the complete Q — 7 plane and are constructed by fold-
ing the /(a)'s with the square-root of the norm operator5'11). The s(a)'s
form an orthonormaJized set and can therefore be interpreted as proba-
bility amplitudes in the collective space. As for the /^1S, one can define
from the 5 '̂s a set of four collective functions defined in the first sector
only ({</i, #2, ffajffe}) which satisfy the same boundary conditions as the /j's
along the 7 = 0 and 7 = Tr/3 axes.



1
2+3

6

J=O
all
O
O

J=I
O
O
O

J=2
O
all
O

J=3
O
O
all

J=4
part
part

O

J=5
O
all
O

J=6
part
part
part

Table 2: Spin content of the three independent representations a=l, 2+3,
and 6. The entries 'all' or 'part' denote that a component of a given spin
is entirely or partly contained in a given representation. The spin content
of the representation 4+5 is identical to that of 2+3.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the mixing of wave func-
tions associated with different labeling of the principal axes corresponds to
an approximate angular momentum projection. In Appendix B, we show for
instance, that the symmetric state |$i) contains all of the J=O component
of |$) and none of its J=2, 3, and 5 components. The antisymmetric state
|\P6} has none of the J=O, 2, 4, or 5 components and contains all of the J=3
component of \*5t). In the two-dimensional representations, one finds all of
the J=2 and 5 components of |$) and none of its J=O or 3 components.
Components with higher angular momenta (J > 6) are distributed in all
representations. On the other hand, the J=I component is absent in |^)
and therefore appears in none of them. Table 2 summarizes these results.
According to réf. ), where the spin content of deformed BCS states has
been discussed, the representations of the permutation group will (proba-
bly) give better approximations of angular momentum projection when the
quadrupole deformation of the state is not too large.

The ̂ -boundary conditions of the functions /l5 /2, /3, and /6, eq.(2.22),
IO

turn out to be identical to those derived ) for $0oi $20» $22» and $32,
respectively, where *jjc(/î»7) are the collective wave functions of the gen-
eralized Bohr model labelled by the angular momentum J and its projection
K on the intrinsic z axis. This emphasizes the relationship between the irre-
ducible representations of the permutation group and those of the rotation
group associated with the values O, 2 and 3 of the angular momentum.

10



When discussing the properties of the collective wave-functions, one
must keep in mind that they are denned over the entire plane (O < 7 < 27r).
As a consequence, when one observes a maximum of gi at a non zero value
of (Q,7), the associated function g^ will display six maxima (three for
an axial maximum). Such a situation cannot therefore be interpreted as
a static quadrupole deformation. Indeed, due to the symmetrization with
respect to permutations of axes, (see eq. (2.14)), the average value of the
quadrupole moment is zero for any state of the symmetric representation
a=l. The above discussion on the spin content of the representations shows
that this property is very much related with the vanishing of the spectro-
scopic quadrupole moment in a J—Q state. In fact, the notion of static
deformation is intimately related to the mean-field approximation. Its ex-
istence and its relevance can only be decided from the topography of the
PES. A static deformation implies that the PES displays a "deep" and
deformed minimum. By deep, we mean that the mean-field energy varies
significantly (typically by more than IMeV) when one moves away from the
minimum by an amount of the order of an a priori estimated magnitude of
the collective fluctuations.

These are the loose notions that the GCM helps to clarify. The exten-
sion of GCM functions g\ measured from the position of the minimum of
the PES provides a quantitative information on the amount of quadrupole
fluctuations. In particular, a ground state function </i whose maximum does
not coincide with the position of the PES minimum indicates the presence
of large quadrupole correlations: the ground-state cannot be described by
a single BCS wave-function.

Another type of correlation can be associated for instance, with the kind
of large amplitude collective motion described by the Jean-Wilets model ).
It corresponds to a situation where the PES displays a shallow valley be-
tween 7 = 0 and 7 = Tr/3. There, one expects the ground state </i function
to spread over a large range of 7 values. In such a case its maxima need not
even be correlated with the shallow minima of the PES. For example, in the
angular momentum projected results of réf. ), the O+ energy surface dis-
plays a marked minimum at 7 = 7T/6. For such an extreme 7-soft nucleus,
the gi function of the state associated with the next triaxial excitation will
present two extrema of opposite signs near the axes 7 = 0 and 7r/3 and a
node Une perpendicular to the valley at 7 ss ir/6.

11



3. Numerical solution of the Hill-Wheeler equations in the
Q — 7 plane

In practical calculations one replaces the integrals in the definition of
the GCM wave-functions eqs. (2.15), and in the Hill-Wheeler equations
(2.16)-(2.17), by sums over a discrete mesh in the Q-f plane. The conver-
gence properties related to the discretization of the Q variable have been
studied in detail for the axially symmetric configurations of 194Hg in a pre-
vious work ). Two numerical parameters are important: the mesh size in
quadrupole moment and the cutoff e on the eigenvalues of the norm kernel
retained in the GCM diagonalization. Here the problem becomes slightly
more complicated due to the additional discretization in 7. In addition, the
number of basis states is increased by a factor six since one has to take into
account all the possible orientations of the principal axes for each state |\P).
This has the effect of increasing the redundancy of the basis and leads to a
larger number of small eigenvalues of the norm kernels. Finally, in réf. ), we
have shown that one must introduce constraints on the neutron and proton
number operators to obtain GCM solutions stable against a densification
of the mesh. Although they are not explictly written in the Hill-Wheeler
equations (2.16)-(2.17) in order to keep notations simple, they have been
taken into account in the present calculation.

Our calculations have been performed with a mesh size AQ = Ib. This
leads to overlaps between neighbouring points of the mesh ranging from
0.75 to 0.95. Locations of points in the 7 direction have been selected to
obtain a more or less regular paving of the sector, i.e., A7 ranges from
7T/3 at small Q's to jr/24 for the largest values of the quadrupole moment
considered in this work (typically Q=IOb)2. Convergence tests indicate
that a calculation with a Ib mesh size leads to an accuaracy better than
lOOkeV on the energies of all levels.

The non zero eigenvalues e of the norm kernels range typically from
10~5 to 10 (except for 88Sr where the smallest e is equal to 10~8). Spurious
GCM eigenstates appear sometimes when norm eigenstates with e smaller
than 5.0 x 10~4 are taken into account. On the other hand, including only
the norm eigenstates with e larger than 10~2 reduces the variational space

2As expected, the optimal mesh turns ont to be a regular triangular grid over the
sector.
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too drastically. A sign of such, an unphysical restriction is the impossibility
to construct solutions of the GCM equations having the correct particle
numbers. Using a cutoff value ranging between 5 x 10~4 and 10~2, we
checked that the energies of the five lowest GCM states do not vary by
more than 100 keV.

In Figure 1, for several nuclei and different values of Q' and 7', we
show contour lines of the overlap matrix (*(Q',7')I^(Q»7)) in tne plane of
the variables Q and 7. The surfaces are approximately bell-shaped with a
typical width of about 2b. The two maps on the left of the figure correspond
to Q1 =• O; they display the expected invariance with respect to the three
2ir/3 rotations and the three symmetry axes. The middle maps are drawn
for axial points i.e. (Q' ^ 0,7' = O). Their only symmetry pattern is with
respect to the (7 = O, TT) line. Finally the maps on the right concern triaxial
(Q1,7') points; they display no symmetry.

In Figure 2, we have drawn contour lines of the overlap kernels Iaa

in the representations a =1 and a =6. Spherical cases (Q' — O) are not
considered since their Z11 surfaces are the same as those of the overlap
matrices (see left part of Fig. 1). In the upper part of the figure, we have
drawn three overlap kernels /n for different isotopes. For non axial points,
there is a noticable change when Q is not too large (typically Q < 4b).
This can be seen for example by comparing the up right maps of Fig. 1
and Fig. 2 which correspond to the same test case. The symmetrization
leads to almost circular contour lines around the spherical point. For very
deformed axial cases, with Q' larger than the width of the non symmetrized
overlap surface (for instance 78Sr and Q' =8b, up center on both figures),
this surface is barely modified by the symmetrization.

In the lower part, we show three antisymmetrized overlap kernels sur-
faces J66 for the same nuclei. Since J6S is identically zero for axial cases
(7'=0 or ir/3), we have only considered triaxial reference cases. In the rep-
resentation a=6, the kernels vanish identically along the axes. The surfaces
are thus bell-shaped and localized near the middle of the sector. As we shall
see later, this leads to collective wave functions g$ peaked around 7 = 7T/6.

13



4. Results

The HFBCS potential energy surfaces of the six neutron deficient iso-
topes 78^88Sr obtained with the Skyrme interaction SIII ) are plotted in
Fig. 3. Due to the existence of a major shell closure at .AT=SO, the nu-
cleus 88Sr is spherical. Its PES displays a steep slope as function of the
quadrupole moment for all values of the triaxility angle. As one moves
away from JV=SO, the PES of the nuclei 88Sr and 84Sr still present a single
spherical minimum while they become softer as a function of Q. One may
thus expect vibrational features in tha low-lying spectrum of these three
isotopes. For still lower values of JV, one reaches a transitional region: the
surfaces of 82Sr and 80Sr possess several almost degenerate minima and do
not suggest the existence of any dynamically prefered shape. Such is not
the case for 78Sr, the lightest isotope considered in this study, whose PES
displays a deep minimum at large deformation and presents the features
which characterize a good rotor.

First we compare GCM results obtained with several variational spaces.
These are built with BCS states solutions of mean-field equations including
a constraint on the quadrupole tensor. In three cases refered to as (a), (b)
and (c), we consider spaces restricted to axial states. In the first one (a),
we select states such that the oblate and prolate BCS wave-functions have
the same symmetry axis; this choice has been made in some earlier axial
GCM calculations ' ). Another possible choice (b) includes BCS states
corresponding to 7 = O (prolate axis along z) and 7 = Tr/3 (oblate axis
along y). By contrast case (a) corresponds to a mixing of 7=0 and 7 = TT
configurations. Case (c) contains all possible axial configurations; it takes
into account the mixing of HFBCS states with O < Q < oo, 7 = i x ir/3 (i ~
1...6).

We do not consider the extension which includes the HFBCS states in
the first sector only (O < 7 < ir/3). Indeed, the discussion in section 2
of the properties of the GCM shows that a solution of the Hill-Wheeler
equation including the triaxial degree of freedom in a manner consistent
with the symmetries of the quadrupole tensor must take into account the
degeneracies associated with permutations of the inertia axes. Finally in
case (d), we consider the largest possible space which includes HFBCS
states spanning the complete quadrupole space with values of O < 7 < 2ir.

14



In Fig. 4, we compare the effect of quadrupole correlations on the GCM
ground state energy within these four variational spaces. For the spaces (c)
and (d), the states are classified according to the 83 group and the ground
state always belongs to representation a =1. The figure shows the evolution
of the difference between the GCM energy and the lowest HFBCS energy
as a function of JV. For the four spaces the additional binding generated
by quadrupole correlations is the largest for the transitional nuclei 80~84Sr.
This is a consequence of the 7-softness of the PES of these isotopes. Indeed
many HFBCS solutions with different deformations are almost degenerate
with the HFBCS ground state. One may expect the dynamical mixing of
these states to create a significant lowering of the collective energy.

In the calculations based on non symmetrized axial bases (curves a and
b), one finds almost identical energy gains for nearly spherical 88Sr and very
deformed 78Sr nuclei. Within space (b), one obtains a small extra binding
(compared to a) only when the collective states mix prolate and oblate
BCS states of non-zero but moderate deformations. In such cases (80Sr to
84Sr), the prolate-oblate overlaps are larger for the space (b) because the
difference between the 7 values of the oblate and prolate states is equal to
7T/3 instead of TT for space (a).

The comparison of curves (b) and (c) shows that introduction of the
axis-permutation symmetry is important for soft and vibrational-like nuclei.
By contrast, when the PES is typical of a well deformed rotor as for 78Sr,
the symmetrization has no effect. Indeed, the overlap of states with large
values of Q and 7-angles differing by 27T/3 is almost negligible. Hence there
is no additional mixing compared to a GCM calculation which uses only
7 = 0 HFBCS states. The GCM ground state is thus mainly built from
very deformed prolate HFBCS states.

The difference between the curves (c) and (d) measures the importance
of non-axial correlations at large Q values. The gain of binding energy is
rather small for nuclei with a spherical or weakly deformed HFBCS mini-
mum. This is a consequence of the large overlap between the prolate and
oblate axial HFBCS states at small Q; the addition of non-axial configu-
rations at small deformation only introduces a redundant collective infor-
mation which is anyhow discarded by the GCM. In soft nuclei (80Sr, 82Sr),
the non-axial configurations are necessary to establish a "link" between the
prolate and oblate HFBCS minima which occur at larger Q values. Finally,

15



in well deformed nuclei as 78Sr, the 7 extension of the collective ground-
state wave-function although much smaller than 7T/3, is not zero. Therefore
a description of the triaxial quadrupole correlations can only be obtained
when the collective space includes HFBCS states with 7^0.

We expect the collective wave-functions and spectra produced by the
GCM to mirror the rapid transition from rotational 78Sr to vibrational 88Sr
suggested by the topography of the PES. The contour lines of the collective
probability ^1|

2 of the ground state in the first sector are displayed in fig. 5.
The wave function of 88Sr is localized near the spherical point and is almost
7-independent. Although it is rather flat for |Q| < 2.5b, its maximum
occurs at a non zero prolate deformation (Q ssl.Sb). This indicates that,
even in a semi-magic nucleus like 88Sr, the quadrupole fluctuations cannot
be neglected. Another measure of the fluctuations is given by the average
quadrupole moment (Q ss3.5b) of the contour line at half the maximal
density. As expected, the |</i|2's of the next two isotopes 86Sr and 84Sr,
are more affected by quadrupole correlations. Their quadrupole width is
approximately 4b. In addition, one observes a slight 7-dependence of the
contour lines.

The |<7i |2 functions of the isotopes 82Sr and 80Sr present a transitional
character. That of 82Sr extends over most of the triaxial valley visible on
its PES and its maximum is near 7 = Tr/4. The collective wave-function
of 80Sr is 7-delocalized with a maximum close to 7 — ?r/6. It provides
therefore an example of a 7-soft nucleus as discussed at the end of section
2. This is confirmed by Fig. 6 in which we compare the \gi |2 of the ground
states Of80Sr and 78Sr with those of the next excited state in the symmetric
representation a —1. The collective wave functions of 80Sr show the features
of a 7-soft nucleus.

The ground-state function of 78Sr describes a well deformed axial rotor.
Its maximum is localized near the Tni-nii-mim of the PES. Its 7-extension is
limited and the Q-vddth measured from the position of the PES minimum
(Q=Sb, see Fig. 3) is smaller than 2b. The ^1 function of the first excited
78Sr occupies the secondary minimum in the PES along the oblate axis. As
such, it is a candidate for the intrinsic state of a coexisting oblate band.

In Fig. 7, for 80Sr, 82Sr and 84Sr, we have drawn the \g6\
2 of the lowest

state of the antisymmetric representation. For the three nuclei, |</6|
2 is bell

shaped with a maximum at 7 = 7T/6. As discussed in section 3, this is a
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consequence of the boundary conditions associated with this representation.
In Fig. 8, we present the energies of the lowest GCM levels in the sym-

metric a =1, mixed a =2+3 and antisymmetric a —6 representations. Its
interpretation requires precautions. Indeed, although the symmetrization
associated with the axis permutation group performs a different selection on
the spin content in each representation, the GCM states are still not eigen-
states of the angular momentum operator. As they partially retain the
meaning of intrinsic states, a direct comparison with experimental spectra
is somewhat difficult. The spin projection within each representation is
more accurate for collective states at small deformations like those of 88Sr
and 86Sr. On the other hand, a GCM state build on very deformed HFBCS
states (which are known to have a rather wide spin distribution )) is only
slightly improved in terms of J purity. This can be seen for instance in
the GCM spectrum of 78Sr. The lowest state of the mixed representation
is almost degenerate with the ground state although this representation
contains none of the J=O and all of the J=2 components of the wave-
functions. In fact both GCM states represent the same intrinsic state. The
experimental energy difference is entirely due to the rotational degree of
freedom which is poorly taken into account in the present approach for well
deformed nuclei.

The energy of the first excited state of 88Sr in the symmetric representa-
tion is 7.3 MeV. This value is much larger than that of the first experimental
Oj state ) indicating that the structure of this state does not correspond to
a collective quadrupole vibration but is probably of a two-quasiparticle na-
ture. For other nuclei where a Oj state has been observed (86Sr to 80Sr), the
agreement with experiment is good. The energy of the first excited sym-
metric state is steadily going down with N. We interpret this behavior as
a gradual transition from a vibrational state to a situation with coexisting
bands. In our opinion, the sudden increase of excitation energy observed in
78Sr reflects merely the stabilization of the prolate configuration visible on
the PES of this nucleus. If we infer a spin assignement for the GCM states
from the dominant spin 2 and 4 (respectively spin 3) content of the mixed
(antisymmetric) representation, we find that 80Sr and 82Sr have a spectrum
characteristic of gamma soft nuclei. This is compatible with the observed
variation of the energy of the first S+ in 82Sr and 84Sr.

In Fig. 9, we compare the GCM isotope shifts of the Sr isotopes with the
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experimental data ). The plotted shifts are defined as the square of the
proton r.m.s radii for the considered nucleus minus the same quantity in
88Sr. The curve (HF) gives the results for the lowest HFBCS minima while
curves (c) and (d) show the GCM results with a HFBCS basis restricted
to axial configurations (c) or including the triaxial degree of freedom (d).
The three theoretical curves do not reproduce the observed radius decrease
from 88Sr to 84Sr. Furthermore, they tend to overestimate the radius in-
crease due to the onset of quadrupole deformation. Nevertheless the GCM
(d) appears to provide a better agreement with data than HFBCS. From
these results, we conclude that, although quadrupole correlations do not
explain the unusual behavior of charge radii, they tend to act in the right
direction by smoothing out most of the too rapid variations predicted by
the mean field method. Finally we also remark that the calculated re-
sults concern proton rather than charge densities. However, the detailed
analysis performed in réf. ) of the contributions to charge radii associated
to the proton form factor, the neutron and spin-orbit densities show that
they evolve regularly with N and are one order of magnitude smaller than
the discrepancy between our results and experiment. The same reference
attempts an explanation of the data by means of phenomenologically esti-
mated quadrupole correlations. In the present work we have performed a
microscopic treatment of these correlations and the lack of success at ex-
plaining the data indicates that the evolution of the Sr charge radii is still
an unsolved problem.

5. Conclusion

In this work we have presented an analysis of the algebraic structure
of the GCM equations for the triaxial quadrupole collective variables. Al-
though the quadrupole PES of nuclei need only be considered in the first
sector O < 7 < 7r/3, the GCM can be correctly formulated only on the
entire Q — 7 plane. However one can take advantage of the degeneracies
associated with the permutation of the three intrinsic principal axes to sim-
plify the problem. First the Hill-Wheeler eigenfunctions can be classified
according to the representations of the 83 permutation group. In addition,
the eigenvalues in the two two-dimensional representations are degenerate.
Second one can reformulate the problem as a set of integral equations in the
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first sector only with appropriate boundary conditions. We have analyzed
the spin content of the four representations of the 83 group and shown,
for iustance, that the O+ component of the solution is entirely contained in
the fully symmetric representation while the 2+ components are contained
in the two-dimensional representations. We have extended the numerical
methods introduced and discussed in rer ) to the case of two-dimensional
GCM. It appears that convergence is optimal when a regular triangular
mesh in the first sector is selected.

We have applied the method to a study of the collective dynamics of
six neutron deficient Sr isotopes (40 < N < 50). With decreasing values
of JV this isotope series displays a spherical to deformed shape transition.
When the mean-field PES's present well defined minima, the collective wave
functions are localized near these minima. This is the case both for spherical
(88Sr) and deformed nuclei (78Sr). In contrast, the collective ground-state
wave-functions of 7-soft nuclei as 80Sr or 82Sr have a large 7-extension.
These nuclei are also those for which quadrupole correlations induce the
largest decrease of energy: typically 2 MeV. An analysis of the evolution
of the ground state charge radii as a function of JV shows that a GCM
treatment of quadrupole correlations leads to an agrément with data which
is improved relative to the HFBCS predictions. However there still remains
a significant discrepancy.

An approximation made in the present approach may affect our predic-
tions. HFBCS wave-functions are not eigenstates of the particle operator.
Instead they are a mixture of several N and Z values. This may be a lim-
itation when one is interested in properties (deformation, radii,..) which
vary rapidly as a function of N, as is the case for Sr isotopes. We are
presently working on an extension of the GCM method using a basis of
number projected wave-functions. Among other possible improvements to
our calculations, one can consider the inclusion of other collective modes
involving either higher multipole deformations or pairing vibrations.
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Appendix A

REPRESENTATION OF THE S3 PERMUTATION GROUP FOR ODD-
NUMBER FERMION SYSTEMS

The operators S defined in section 2, are no longer a representation of
the permutation group for systems with an odd number A of fermions. This
can, however, be easily remedied by redefining the operators R as follows:

R1 = (-I)»*
R2 = (-i)n*esp(tfj,) , (A.I)
R3 = (-l)»*op(if J.) eacp(if J.) ,

where
if A even , . ,
if A odd . (A'2)

Expressions (2.2) for the group elements Si remain unchanged in terms of
the JRj operators and one has:

Si =i ,
52 = PR1R2R3 = (-i)n* PU(TT, f, O) ,

53 = Rl = (-!)"*£(-!, -f,0) , (A ,
54 - PR3R1R2 =(i)"
55 =R3 =(-l)
56 = PR1R2 =(i)

where 7£($, 0,^) stands for the rotation operator as denned in réf. ).
According to the conventions of réf. ), we choose the single particle or-

bitals in the HFBCS states to be eigenstates of the three following operators

fv = Texp(i7rJy) . (A.4)

The eigenvalues p of the parity P and 77 of the z-signature fz are equal to
±1. Since f^ — 1, the modulus of the eigenvalues of fy is one. In addition,

fy is an antilinear operator since the time reversal operator T enters its
definition. Therefore, one can always select the phases of the eigenvalues
of fy by an adequate choice of the phases of the corresponding eigenstates.
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Our standard phase convention ) corresponds to a choice such that the
eigenvalue of fy is equal to the parity p for all the orbitals.

One can verify that the operators 5, eq.(A.3), do not commute with the
three symmetries of eq.(A.4). To construct a compatible representation,
one introduces new definitions for the permutation operators Pyz and Pxz

of the {yz} and {xz} pair of axes

Pyz = -LpB,(l - itfvr.) , Pxz = -j=Pxz(l-Try) . (A.5)

A group representation which commutes with the symmetry operators {P, fz,fy}
is then constructed:

(A-6)

O4 — Py2 PyxO1 ,

cl P P P CIO5 — rxzryz — -"zzO4 ,

S"' — p p p — i6 — -TyZ-T zz-Tyz — J
H i. i. £. A

ci p p ci
O2 — •« zz — -Ty2O3 ,

where the order of operators has been modified to indicate how the group
can be constructed by means of Pyz and Pxz only, eq.(A.5).

As in previous studies, each orbital «& is described by four real functions
$i(z, y, z), which correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the spin-up
and spin-down components ). Tables 3 and 4 give the expression of the
components of the orbitals Pyz3> and Pzz<& in terms of the $i's associated
with an orbital of quantum numbers p, and TI = +1.

Appendix B

SPIN CONTENT OF THE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE S3 PERMU-
TATION GROUP

The HFBCS wave functions |$) considered in this work are invariant
with respect to parity P, time reversal T, and two rotations exp(iirJz)
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J, y, z)

+1 -1

x,z,y) -*2(a:, z, y)
i) $3(x,z,y)

Table 3: Components of T) = +1 z-signature orbitals Pyz$ of parity p.

+ 1 -1

Table 4: Components of TI = +1 z-signature orbitals Pxz$ of parity p.

and exp(zTrJy). These four invariances imply the existence of the following
expansion of |*}:

= E E (B.I)

where [y] denotes the integer part of J/2 and the states |\&; J,2fc) are the
combinations

îîk jf=0 '
(B.2)

of two normalized states |$; J1K) resulting from the projection of the in-
trinsic state \*&) on states of good J and K. This expansion involves only
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components with even eigenvalues of the projection of the angular momen-
tum on the intrinsic 2-axis. Furthermore only even values of J contribute
to the K = O component of |$).

Since the states 5j|$), obtained from |\t) by permuting the x, y, and
z axes, eq.(2.2), are also invariant with respect to P, T, exp(i7rJz), and
exp(MrJy), the expansions of the functions |\Pj) = T"i|*}, eq.(2.7), associated
with the irreducible representations on the |\P; J, M) states will be similar
to that of *:

1*0= E E (B.3)

Expressed in terms of the quantities cj^fc, the Cj*2m's take the following
form:

c>,2m =
(-1) * E ,r

where the d^jjf are the rotation matrices about the y axis ) and the coef-
ficients o, b, a', e and e' are given in the following table:

1 1 1 1 1
1 2 - 1 1 1

0 1 1 - 1
l/v/3 0 1 - 1 1
1 - 2 1 - 1 -1
1 -1 -1 -1 -1

(B.5)

The beginning of the expansions of and |\P6} reads:
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1*0= Cd1Ol*; O, B)
+(£c4,o
+(ic6,0

|*z)= C2J0)*; 2, S)

+(£c4,o + c4-4)I*; 4, 6) + ( c 4 1 O + ̂
+(ic6,0 - f cM)|*;6,0> + (-f c6i0 + |

+c5,4|*;5,4)
+(|c6,o + ^c6,4)|*;6,5) + (^c6,o + |c64)|*;6,4) + ...

1*0= -C2,2|*;2,6)
+/^c4,2|*;4,5) - /^4,21*; 4,4)
+c5,2|*; 5,4)
+(—-^£6,2 — ̂ -JjJpCe16)I*; 6,0) + (—^€6,2 - ^c6i6)|*;6,4) + ..

|*6)= c3,2|*;3,2)
I /11 V 55 _ \l*Ti a 0\ i / v55 I 5 MiTr.f i C\ l+IÏ6C6.2 —^C6.6)\^,o,2) + (—^-c6|2 + YgC6,6;|W, o, b; + ... .

(B.6)
From these formulae, one sees that the expansions of |*i), |*z) and

|*3) will only involve |*; J, 2m) states with even values of m while those of
|*4), |*5) and |*6) will only contain odd m components. In particular, the
first term of 1*2) and |*a) corresponds to J=2, M=O, while the expansions
of |*4) and |*5) begin with a J=2, M=2 term. This property is related to
the equivalence of the two representations of dimension two. In addition,
the two wave functions inside each representation correspond to different
parities of the quantum number K/2 pertinent to the original wave function
I*)
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Overlaps {^(Q',7')I*(Q>7)) 0^ several Sr isotopes. The contour
lines are drawn in the (Q, 7) plane for fixed values of (Q', 7'). On each
diagram, the cross indicates the location of the (Q', 7') reference point.
The distance between contour lines is 0.1. Solid lines indicate the O 1, 0.5
and 0.9 contour lines.
Figure 2: Overlap kernels Iaa (see section 2) for the symmetric a =1 (upper
part) and antisymmetric a =6 (lower part) representations of the intrinsic
axes permutation group. Units and symbols are those used in Fig. 1.
Figure 3: Potential energy surfaces of neutron-deficient Sr isotopes. Con-
tour lines are separated by 0.25 MeV.
Figure 4: Differences between ground-state GCM and HFBCS energies of
Sr isotopes. The curves (a) to (d) correspond to different choices of the
variational spaces (see text).
Figure 5: Collective ground-state probability densities of Sr isotopes ob-
tained in the GCM.
Figure 6: Collective probability densities of the ground state (left) and the
first excited state (right) of the symmetric representation of 78Sr and 80Sr
in the GCM.
Figure 7: Collective probability densities of the lowest antisymmetric state
of 80Sr, 82Sr and 84Sr obtained in the GCM.
Figure 8: Spectra of low-energy collective excitations in strontium isotopes
obtained in the GCM. Solid lines refer to states of the symmetric representa-
tion, dotted lines to the two-dimensional representation and dashed-dotted
lines to the antisymmetric representation. Thin lines are joining the lowest
states in each represention.
Figure 9: Comparison of the experimental (exp) isotope shifts for the Sr
isotopes with those obtained in the HFBCS method (HF), GCM calcula-
tions limited to axial configurations (c) or including the triaxial degree of
freedom (d).
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